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a b s t r a c t 

Deriving respiratory signal from a surface electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement has advantage of simul- 

taneously monitoring of cardiac and respiratory activities. ECG-based cardiopulmonary coupling (CPC) 

analysis estimated by heart period variability and ECG-derived respiration (EDR) shows promising ap- 

plications in medical field. The aim of this paper is to provide a quantitative analysis of the ECG-based 

CPC, and further improve its performance. Two conventional strategies were tested to obtain EDR signal: 

R-S wave amplitude and area of the QRS complex. An adaptive filter was utilized to extract the com- 

mon component of inter-beat interval (RRI) and EDR, generating enhanced versions of EDR signal. CPC 

is assessed through probing the nonlinear phase interactions between RRI series and respiratory signal. 

Respiratory oscillations presented in both RRI series and respiratory signals were extracted by ensemble 

empirical mode decomposition for coupling analysis via phase synchronization index. The results demon- 

strated that CPC estimated from conventional EDR series exhibits constant and proportional biases, while 

that estimated from enhanced EDR series is more reliable. Adaptive filtering can improve the accuracy 

of the ECG-based CPC estimation significantly and achieve robust CPC analysis. The improved ECG-based 

CPC estimation may provide additional prognostic information for both sleep medicine and autonomic 

function analysis. 

© 2016 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Human cardiovascular and respiratory systems interact with

ach other and present effects of modulation and synchronization

1,2] . The cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory systems are charac-

erized by a complex interplay of several linear and nonlinear sub-

ystems [3] . Analysis of cardiopulmonary coupling (CPC) provides

nformation about the coupling dynamics between the cardiores-

iratory systems at different time scales [4] , leading to improved

nowledge of the interacting regulatory mechanisms under differ-

nt physiological and pathophysiological conditions [1] . Currently,

ardiac inter-beat (R–R) interval (RRI) dynamics analysis has been

idely investigated in the evaluation of autonomic nervous system
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ctivities [5] . Compared with RRI dynamics analysis, CPC analysis

tilizes information presented in both cardiovascular and respira-

ory variables. It has been demonstrated that CPC analysis during

leep can characterize different sleep stages and identify sleep ap-

ea events, overcoming some potential limitations encountered in

RI dynamics analysis techniques [6,7] . A recent study shows the

mportance of monitoring CPC, proving that the strength of CPC

rogressively decreased as a function of sympathetic activation in-

uced by head-up tilt test [8] . Therefore, CPC analysis might over-

ome or at least complement traditional univariate analysis tech-

iques such as RRI dynamics analysis. 

For the investigation of cardiorespiratory interaction, bivariate

pproaches are commonly applied [1] . For CPC analysis, both heart

eriod variability and respiratory signal are required. Respiratory

ignal is usually measured by motion or volume change during res-

iration, or by airflow [9] . Compared with other techniques, ECG-

erived respiration (EDR) is a more convenient and cost-effective

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.medengphy.2016.02.015
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/medengphy
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Fig. 1. Structure of adaptive estimation of respiratory signal by RLS algorithm, with 

EDR series as the primary input and RRI series as the reference input. 
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alternative for respiration monitoring, which derives respiratory

signal from ECG recording without using special-purpose hardware

[10] . Hence, with solely ECG recording, information of heart period

variability and respiratory signal can be derived and CPC analysis

can be achieved. Recent studies have demonstrated the effective-

ness of EDR and ECG-based CPC analysis as a screening or diag-

nostic tool for sleep disordered breathing [6,7,11,12] . 

EDR is a signal-processing technique deriving respiratory wave-

forms from ordinary ECG [10,13] . Recently, many algorithms have

been developed such as amplitude modulation of ECG wave [14] ,

autoregressive model-based method on heart rate series [15] ,

band-pass filter on ECG waveform [16] , and other methods com-

bining both beat morphology and HR information [17,18] . For sin-

gle ECG recording, amplitude-based EDR algorithms have been re-

ported with satisfactory performance, especially in the context of

sleep apnea monitoring [19,20] . Two forms of amplitude-based al-

gorithms are commonly studied and implemented: R-S wave am-

plitude and area of the QRS complex [10,16,21] . As EDR is an in-

direct recovery of respiratory waveform from recorded ECG, it is

relatively noisy. Many studies have been performed to evaluate

and improve its performance [9,11,16–19,22–24] . However, most of

these studies focused on the accuracy of breathing rate detection

[9,16,18,22,24] . Little attention has been paid on the performance

of EDR for CPC analysis [6,12] . 

The aim of our work is to provide a quantitatively evaluation

on the ECG-based CPC analysis, compared to CPC values assessed

from real respiratory signal such as respiratory inductive plethys-

mography (RIP). As EDR is a surrogate respiratory signal and rel-

atively noisy, a recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive filter is em-

ployed to improve its performance for CPC analysis. In this study,

CPC was assessed through probing the nonlinear phase interac-

tions between the corresponding components extracted from RRI

series and respiratory signals. The performance of the ECG-based

CPC analysis was tested on paced breathing (PB) dataset and Fan-

tasia Dataset [25] . In the PB dataset, a stepwise PB procedure was

performed to generate different levels of cardiorespiratory interac-

tion, testing the degree of agreement between the ECG-based CPC

and the gold standard through the range of measurements. As el-

derly subjects usually exhibit attenuated amplitude of respiratory

sinus arrhythmia (RSA) [26] , we are curious to explore the effec-

tiveness of the RLS adaptive filter in improving CPC estimation for

elderly subjects based on the Fantasia dataset. Two datasets both

have respiratory signals recorded by RIP. Compared with other res-

piration monitoring techniques, RIP has the advantages of greater

accuracy and better sensitivity [27] . 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants and protocol 

2.1.1. PB dataset 

We collected the PB dataset by a stepwise PB protocol, which

was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of Chinese

PLA General Hospital. Twenty healthy volunteers (8 females and

12 males, with an average age of 30) participated in this experi-

ment. Volunteers were excluded when they had a history of respi-

ratory, cardiovascular or neurological diseases. During the exper-

iment, each volunteer underwent a stepwise PB procedure in a

sitting position at rest. The stepwise PB procedure consisted of

one 3-min spontaneous breathing session and six PB sessions. Each

PB session had a pre-defined breathing rate with a constant in-

spiration to expiration ratio (1:2), lasting 3 min . The six PB ses-

sions were arranged in a stepwise order with guiding breathing

rate changing from high to low in a protocol of [14, 12.5, 11,

9.5, 8 and 7] breath/min (BPM). During the stepwise PB procedure,

participants were guided by six melodies to perform the six PB
aneuvers. Each melody comprises two different tones, with a ris-

ng tone guiding inhalation while a lower tone accompanying ex-

alation. Physiological variables of ECG (lead II) and respiration

ere recorded during the experiment. All signals were sampled

t 10 0 0 Hz with amplifier bandwidths of 0.05–100 Hz for ECG and

.05–20 Hz for respiration [28] . 

.1.2. Fantasia dataset 

The Fantasia dataset includes continuous recording of sponta-

eous respiration and ECG signals from twenty young (21 –34 years

ld, mean age: 26) and twenty elderly (68 –85 years old, mean age:

5) rigorously screened healthy subjects in supine resting position

25] . Each subgroup of subjects includes equal numbers of men

nd women. In this dataset, each record includes ECG and respi-

ation sampled at 250 Hz, lasting 120 min . In our study, from each

ecord, we randomly extracted 5-min stable signals to compare the

erformance of the ECG-based CPC analysis to the reference anal-

sis from real respiratory signal. For the breath-by-breath phase

oupling algorithm used in our study (see Section 2.3 ), 5 min data

re enough to produce accurate CPC estimation. 

.2. Signal pre-processing 

.2.1. QRS complex detection 

To achieve accurate QRS complex detection and EDR extraction,

ower line interference and baseline wander were first removed

rom raw ECG waveforms. ECG beat detection was performed us-

ng Hamilton & Tompin’s QRS detector [29] , and each beat annota-

ion was verified by visual inspection. With this algorithm, we got

ach R wave location and RRI time series. Normal-to-normal sinus

ntervals, extracted from the R –R interval time series, were linearly

nterpolated at an even interval of 0.2 s (i.e., 5 Hz). 

.2.2. Deriving two basic types of EDR 

The two commonly used EDR algorithms: R-S wave ampli-

ude (with EDR series noted as EDR_RS) [16,21] and area of the

RS complex [10] (with EDR series noted as EDR_area) were

ested to obtain EDR on a beat-to-beat basis. Both EDR_RS and

DR_area series were interpolated to 5 Hz. These two EDR series

ill further be processed by an adaptive filter to generate two

nhanced types of EDR. RIP signals in both the PB and Fantasia

atasets were also down-sampled to 5 Hz through a decimation

ethod. 

.2.3. Enhanced types of EDR by adaptive filtering 

The structure of the adaptive filter used in our study is shown

n Fig. 1 . In our study, we chose EDR series as the primary input

nd RRI series as the reference input to the adaptive filter. The out-

ut of the adaptive filter (EDR 

′ in Fig. 1 ) is the common component

f respiration-induced oscillations presented in both EDR and RRI

ime series. RLS algorithm was employed by taking into account

he advantages of fast convergence speed and without eigenvalue

pread problem [18] . Based on the two basic types of EDR (EDR_RS

nd EDR_area), two enhanced types of EDR (noted as EDR_RS_filt
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Fig. 2. Time series of RRI, RIP, EDR_RS, EDR_area, EDR_RS_filt and EDR_area_filt under various paced breathing conditions from one subject. 
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or EDR_RS and EDR_area_filt for EDR_area) were derived by the

LS adaptive filter, respectively. In our case, the forgetting factor of

he RLS algorithm was set to 0.996 and the length of the filter to

0 [18] . 
With the aforementioned signal pre-processing steps, time se-

ies of RRI, RIP, EDR_RS, EDR_area, EDR_RS_filt and EDR_area_filt

an be acquired. Fig. 2 shows the time series of RRI and differ-

nt types of respiratory signals (RIP and EDR based) under various
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Fig. 3. An example of the original time series and their corresponding dominant respiratory component (DRC) extracted from the original time series in the PB dataset. (a) 

The original time series of RIP, RRI and different types of EDR, (b) DRCs extracted from the original time series by EEMD approach. 
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paced breathing conditions from one subject. For comparison and

clarity, all time series were normalized. 

2.2.4. Extraction of respiratory component by EEMD 

Cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory systems are characterized

by a complex interplay of several linear and nonlinear subsystems

[3] , and interactions between heart rate variability and respira-

tion are characterized by alternation of periods of quasiperiodicity

(weak coupling) with periods of relatively high coordinated activ-

ity [30] . Therefore, CPC is an intermittent phenomenon character-

ized by non linear dynamics and non-stationarities. To address this

challenge, ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) was

applied to all the cardiorespiratory series and respiration induced

oscillations presented in the respiratory band were extracted to as-

sess the CPC [31] . 

EEMD is a noise-assisted EMD algorithm [31] , which was de-

signed to extract dynamical information from non-stationary and

nonlinear signals at different time scales [32,33] . The essence of

the EMD is to decompose a signal into different components called

intrinsic mode function (IMF) that satisfy the necessary conditions

for a meaningful Hilbert transform calculation. Compared with

EMD, EEMD can be used without subjective intervention and pro-

duces a set of IMFs that bear the full physical meaning by elim-

inating the issue of mode mixing [31] . In our case, since ventila-

tion is the driving factor for respiration-induced oscillations pre-

sented in all the series, we selected the IMF in the respiratory

band as the dominant respiratory component (DRC) [34] . For the

Fantasia dataset, it was observed that respiration-related oscilla-

tions in all cardiorespiratory series lie in IMFs 3-5, we identified

DRC in each cardiorespiratory series from IMFs 3-5 according to

the average frequency of each IMF. For the PB dataset, it was found

that respiration-related oscillations in all series lie in IMFs 3-6

during the PB procedure, however, the dominant respiratory IMF

might differ between different PB sessions. Therefore, for the PB

dataset, after decomposing each time series by EEMD, we further

segmented each series into seven subsections (one spontaneous

breathing subsection and six PB subsections) according the step-

wise PB protocol. Thus, for each series in each subsection, IMF in

the respiratory band was determined as the DRC. Fig. 3 shows the

original cardiorespiratory series and their corresponding DRCs ex-

tracted from the PB dataset. 
.3. Phase coupling analysis 

The concept of phase synchronization has been developed for

he identification of interactions between respiratory and car-

iovascular systems [1,35] , and recent studies have shown that

hase dynamics are more sensitive to coupling strength than other

mplitude-derived markers [34,36] . Therefore, in our study, CPC

as estimated from Hilbert transformation of the extracted DRC

ia phase synchronization index. With the extracted DRC from each

eries, Hilbert transformation was applied to provide instantaneous

hase of signal, and point-by-point phase difference between res-

iratory signal and RRI was calculated. We quantified the phase

ynchronization as 

 = ( cos ϕ i ) 
2 + ( sin ϕ i ) 

2 (1)

here ϕ i is the point-by-point phase difference of paired series,

nd ( cos ϕ i ) and ( sin ϕ i ) represent the average value during a cer-

ain time interval [37] . 

If phase difference ϕ i = ϕ Resp − ϕ RRI ( ϕ Resp for respiratory sig-

al and ϕ RRI for RRI) is constant, both series are synchronized.

hen respiratory signal and RRI are highly synchronized, the dis-

ribution of phase difference ϕ i should be within a narrow range.

therwise, for non-synchronized signals, the distribution should be

ide. The phase synchronization was quantified by this normalized

ndex ranging from 0 to 1, with larger values indicating higher syn-

hronization level between cardiorespiratory systems. Fig. 4 shows

he extracted DRCs from each time series at the PB rate of 14 BPM

from the same subject as in Fig. 2 ), along with the corresponding

istribution of the phase difference between RRI and respiratory

ignal (RIP and different types of EDR). 

.4. Statistical analysis 

To determine the performance of the ECG-based CPC analysis,

hase couplings assessed from different types of EDR were com-

ared with the gold standard assessed from RIP using both paired

 -test and Wilcoxon rank sum test. The effectiveness of the RLS

daptive filter in improving the CPC estimation was tested. A p

alue of less than 0.05 (two-sided) was used as the level of signif-

cance. Results are reported as mean ± standard deviation. To test

he degree of agreement between the ECG-based CPC estimation

ith the gold standard, Bland –Altman plot was also performed
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Fig. 4. An example of the extracted DRCs from each cardio-respiratory time series at the PB rate of 14 BPM, and the corresponding distribution of phase difference (a) 

between RRI and respiratory signal ; (b) between RRI and RIP; (c) between RRI and EDR_area; (d) between RRI and EDR_RS; (e) between RRI and EDR_area_filt; (f) between 

RRI and EDR_RS_filt . 
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38] . All statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB version

2010b (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). 

. Results 

.1. CPC estimation 

The results of CPC estimation are shown in Table 1 for the PB

ataset. From Table 1 , it can be seen that the two basic types of

DR underestimate CPC in all breathing conditions, while the two

nhanced types of EDR produce more accurate CPC values very

lose to the gold standard estimated from RIP. As one subject un-

ertook seven breathing maneuvers during the stepwise PB proce-

ure, for each subject we took the mean value of seven CPC mea-

ures for statistical analysis. It was found that the differences in

PC estimation between the two basic types of EDR and the gold

tandard are relatively large and statistically significant. However,

here are no statistically significant differences in CPC estimation

etween the two enhanced types of EDR and the gold standard.

he results clearly indicate that adaptive filter can improve the per-

ormance of the ECG-based CPC estimation significantly for both
wo basic EDR algorithms. Moreover, there are no significant differ-

nces in CPC estimation between the two enhanced types of EDR.

imilar conclusions can be observed from the Fantasia dataset, as

hown in Table 2 . The results from the Fantasia dataset demon-

trated that even for aged group with potential attenuated ampli-

ude of RSA, ECG-based CPC estimation can also be improved sig-

ificantly by adaptive filtering. 

.2. Bland –Altman plot of the CPC estimation 

Fig. 5 shows the Bland –Altman plot of CPC estimation in the PB

ataset. It is very clear that both two enhanced types of EDR gen-

rate lower biases in CPC estimation (as shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d))

han the basic types of EDR (as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b)). Similar

onclusion goes to the Fantasia dataset (Bland –Altman plot was not

hown). Moreover, from Fig. 5 (a) and (b), it was found that there

xists a proportional bias in CPC estimation from either of the two

asic types of EDR. The basic types of EDRs tend to produce bet-

er CPC estimations when the breathing rate gets lower. The ex-

stence of the proportional bias indicates that ECG-based CPC esti-

ation from either of the two basic types of EDR does not perform
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Table 1 

Comparison of CPC estimation between RRI and different types of respiratory signal in the PB dataset at different breathing conditions, with 

CPC values assessed from RIP signal as gold reference. The results are reported as mean ± standard deviation. 

Respiratory 

signals 

Different breathing conditions ( n = 20) Combined 

results 

( n = 20) SB 14 BPM 12.5 BPM 11 BPM 9.5 BPM 8 BPM 7 BPM 

RIP 0.86 ± 0.10 0.93 ± 0.04 0.93 ± 0.05 0.93 ± 0.05 0.90 ± 0.08 0.88 ± 0.09 0.82 ± 0.15 0.89 ± 0.09 

EDR_area 0.69 ± 0.13 0.80 ± 0.18 0.83 ± 0.11 0.83 ± 0.17 0.81 ± 0.16 0.79 ± 0.17 0.78 ± 0.15 0.79 ± 0.16 ∗

EDR_RS 0.75 ± 0.12 0.78 ± 0.14 0.82 ± 0.12 0.86 ± 0.09 0.84 ± 0.16 0.81 ± 0.20 0.80 ± 0.15 0.81 ± 0.14 §

EDR_area_filt 0.80 ± 0.17 0.86 ± 0.13 0.92 ± 0.08 0.93 ± 0.08 0.90 ± 0.12 0.89 ± 0.10 0.82 ± 0.13 0.87 ± 0.13 ♦

EDR_RS_filt 0.85 ± 0.08 0.90 ± 0.08 0.93 ± 0.06 0.93 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.07 0.89 ± 0.10 0.82 ± 0.16 0.89 ± 0.10 # 

Note : SB: spontaneous breathing; BPM: breathing per minute. 
∗ p < 0.001 for comparison of CPC estimation between RIP and EDR_area (both by paired T -test and Wilcoxon rank sum test) . 
§ p < 0.001 for comparison of CPC estimation between RIP and EDR_RS (both by paired T -test and Wilcoxon rank sum test) . 
♦ p = 0.302 by paired T -test and p = 0.352 by Wilcoxon rank sum test for comparison of CPC estimation between RIP and EDR_area_filt . 
# p = 0.757 by paired T -test and p = 0.979 by Wilcoxon rank sum test for comparison of CPC estimation between RIP and EDR_RS_filt . 

Table 2 

Comparison of CPC estimation between RRI and different types of respiratory signal in the Fanta- 

sia dataset, with CPC values assessed from RIP signal as gold reference. The results are reported as 

mean ± standard deviation. 

Different groups RIP EDR_area EDR_RS EDR_area_filt EDR_RS_filt 

Young group ( n = 20) 0.80 ± 0.10 0.58 ± 0.20 0.56 ± 0.14 0.80 ± 0.11 0.77 ± 0.12 

Elderly group ( n = 20) 0.69 ± 0.19 0.48 ± 0.20 0.50 ± 0.18 0.71 ± 0.13 0.70 ± 0.12 

Total ( n = 40) 0.75 ± 0.15 0.53 ± 0.20 0.53 ± 0.16 0.76 ± 0.13 0.74 ± 0.12 
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consistently through the range of measurements. In contrast, for

the enhanced types of EDR, there are no obvious proportional bi-

ases in CPC estimation. This result indicates that the enhanced

types of EDRs can produce robust ECG-based CPC estimations in

different breathing conditions. 

4. Discussion 

Prior work has documented the effectiveness of EDR for breath-

ing rate detection [16,22–24] . Several techniques for improving the

signal quality of EDR have been developed [24] . However, little at-

tention has been paid on the performance of EDR for CPC analy-

sis. In this study, we not only provided a quantitatively analysis on

the ECG-based CPC, but also used the RLS adaptive algorithm to

improve its performance. Moreover, to achieve more reliable phase

coupling analysis, EEMD was applied to cardiorespiratory signals to

extract respiration-related oscillations adaptively, instead of using a

low-pass filter with a constant cut-off frequency [37] . Our results

demonstrate that the basic EDR algorithms underestimate CPC in

all breathing conditions, while the enhanced types of EDR by adap-

tive filtering can produce more accurate and robust CPC estimation.

The Bland –Altman plots in Fig. 5 show that there are propor-

tional biases in CPC estimation for both two basic types of EDR.

The biases at high breathing rates are larger than those at low

breathing rates. This phenomenon is easy to explain. As breath-

ing rate gets lower, the synchronization between heart rate and

respiration becomes stronger. Therefore, basic form of EDR tends

to perform better in CPC analysis at low breathing frequency. The

enhanced types of EDR not only reduced the biases in CPC analy-

sis, but also eliminated the proportional biases. Thus, the enhanced

types of EDR can achieve robust ECG-based CPC analysis in differ-

ent breathing conditions. 

As elderly subjects exhibit reduced amplitude of RSA [26] , the

effectiveness of adaptive filter in improving CPC estimation was

tested on elderly subjects by using the Fantasia dataset. The re-

sults clearly indicated that even for elderly subject group, CPC es-

timation could also be improved significantly by adaptive filter. In

this study, the forgetting factor of RLS filter was set to 0.996 and

the length of the filter to 20. Better results might be achieved by
ptimizing the parameters of the forgetting factor and filter length

ccording to the clinical applications under consideration. 

One interesting phenomena was found that the strength of CPC,

ither estimated from the direct respiratory measurement or from

ifferent types of EDR-based measurements, was improved over

pontaneous breathing during the first three PB procedures, and

hen progressively deteriorated when the breathing rate was lower

han 9.5 BPM. Amplitude and phase dynamics are two major as-

ects in CPC investigation, and amplitude dynamics was consid-

red in most of studies [4] . In our previous study, we investigated

he effect of PB on the amplitude of RRI and demonstrated that the

mplitude-modulation effect of PB becomes more evident when

he breathing rate decreases [39] . The variation of phase coupling

uring the PB procedure indicates that in contrast to the RRI am-

litude, the PB rate might have an optimal range to achieve the

est coherent state between respiration and heart rate. 

Our results provide compelling evidence that the basic EDR al-

orithms underestimate CPC, and the enhanced types of EDR by

daptive filtering are effective in improving CPC estimation. How-

ver, some limitations are worth noting. It should be noted that

he CPC investigated in our study is different from the ECG-based

leep spectrogram proposed by Thomas et al. [6] The ECG-based

leep spectrogram combines both amplitude and frequency cou-

ling, taking into account of coherence and cross spectrum of RRI

nd EDR [6] . The CPC investigated in our study reflects the syn-

hronization between respiration and RSA. Hence, it should be re-

ated to the coherence in the frequency domain. Therefore, to test

he value of our algorithm in sleep medicine, information of am-

litude coupling may also need to be included for coupling analy-

is. The future work of our study is to calculate the ECG-derived

leep spectrogram described in [6] by integrating adaptive filter

nd EEMD algorithms, testing whether these approaches can lead

o improvement in sleep quality measurement and sleep apnea

etection. Second, since the RLS filter uses the RRI series as one

eference input to enhance EDR quality, the performance of our al-

orithm might be compromised when the RRI series contains inad-

quate amount of oscillations caused by RSA. Therefore, an index

eflecting the amount of RSA oscillations in RRI series or an index

ndicating the EDR signal quality should be developed to super-

ise the performance of the algorithm during applications. Finally,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of CPC estimation from different type of EDRs and from RIP signal, with CPC values assessed from RIP signal as gold reference. (a) Difference in CPC 

estimation between RIP and EDR_area; (b) Difference in CPC estimation between RIP and EDR_RS; (c) Difference in CPC estimation between RIP and EDR_area _filt; (d) 

Difference in CPC estimation between RIP and EDR_RS_filt. 
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uture work need to conduct to investigate the applications of the

obust ECG-based CPC analysis in the evaluation of autonomic ner-

ous system activity. 

. Conclusion 

In conclusion, CPC estimated from conventional EDR series ex-

ibits constant and proportional biases, while that estimated from

nhanced EDR series is more reliable. Adaptive filtering can im-

rove the accuracy of the ECG-based CPC estimation significantly,

chieving reliable and robust result. The methods developed in this

aper may lead to improved performance of the ECG-based CPC

nalysis for cardiorespiratory interaction and autonomic function

nalysis, providing additional prognostic information in sleep qual-

ty measurement and sleep apnea detection. 
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